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Integrated Mobility:
Updates on Policies and 

Projects
How did we get here and where do we go from here?

What can we learn?



What was and what could be…

Easter Sunday 
1900

Easter Sunday 
1913



Recently, new businesses enabled by technology changes 
and shifts in demographics have begun to appear on 
edge of our Industry…

• Potentially disruptive
• Most are very different
• Play by different rules, market driven
• New firms/technologies every day, 

sponsored by Venture Capital looking at 
market for passenger transport

Combine this with 
our internal 
challenges…



Why is this important

 Our markets and our communities and our riders are 
changing
 Very different expectations from where we all started

 Want and expect new array of mobility choices



APTA Principles on Integrated Mobility

 Ensure Accessibility

 Encourage Innovation & Entrepreneurship

 Promote Integration & Coordination

 Provide Appropriate Public 

 Encourage Sharing and Cooperation

 Establish One-Stop-Shopping

 Identify Opportunities to Capitalize on Technology to Advance Mobility 

 Heighten Stability & Efficiency

 Develop Understanding & Best Practices

 Identify New Business Markets, Partnerships & Membership

 Assure the Ongoing Availability of Public Transportation Services

 Protect the Privacy of Passengers and Customers



APTA Report- Shared Mobility and the 
Transformation of Public Transportation

Key Findings

 1. The more people use shared modes, the more likely they are to use public 
transit options, own fewer cars, and spend less on transportation overall

 2. Shared modes complement public transportation and enhance mobility

 3. Shared modes will continue to grow in significance; public entities should 
engage in the conversation to ensure benefits are widely and equitably shared

 4. The public sector and private mobility operators are eager to collaborate 
and to improve paratransit using emerging approaches and technology

 5. A number of business models are emerging that include new types of 
public-private partnerships



Why is this important for us today?

 Although these concepts sound like they are only for large cities and the Uber 
is some special force or something we don’t have to really consider as we go 
about our services on a daily basis, please consider this---

 in reality the trips that people are trying to solve are often simply how to 
make more sense out of paratransit operations and to more efficiently serve 
low demand areas by using technology both in communicating with the riders 
and how we develop partnerships with other agencies

 Whether an urban or a rural environment, what this suggests is that we are 
talking about a “one system” or “Family of Services” solutions with the goal 
of improved access and mobility for customers in any community. That is the 
basic principal of share mobility and mobility management



Where can we go from here

 The technology is already here today and we already have many partnerships 
that can help us meet the challenges which are presented through these 
“disruptions” to update our services and meet the expectations of our 
customers and new markets in our communities

 Need to have both a top down as well as a bottoms up approach and 
understanding

 Policies that recognize and support partnerships and investment and 
implementation of technology solutions



Mobility Management in 
North Carolina



What is Mobility Management?
 “A mobility manager is a 

transportation organization serving the 
general public that responds to and 
influences the demands of the market 
by undertaking actions and supportive 
strategies, directly or in collaboration 
with others, to provide a full range of 
options to the single-occupant 
automobile.” FTA, TCRP Report 21 
(1997)

 “A strategic approach to service 
coordination and customer service that 
is becoming a worldwide trend in the 
public transportation sector.” APTA 
(2016)



Funding for Mobility Management

• 5310 Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals 
with Disabilities
• Purpose of 5310 Grant Program:

• Improve mobility for seniors and individuals 
with disabilities by “removing barriers to 
transportation service and expanding 
transportation mobility options.”

• DR can be transit agency, MPO, county, COG, etc.
• Mobility Management Capitalized
• Funding designed for customization
• Locally Coordinated Plan



Examples of Mobility Management 
Programs in NC
 Wilmington- Cape Fear Public Transportation Authority - Wave

 Vanessa Lacer, Mobility Manager

 Hickory- Greenway Public Transportation

 Amelia Bostic, Mobility Manager

 Rocky Mount- Tar River Transit

 Kim Stewart, Mobility Specialist

 Greater Charlotte Area- Centralina 

Council of Governments (COG)

 Katie Kutcher, Aging Program Specialist



NC Mobility Management Network

 NC MOVE (North Carolina Mobility Vision and Education) 
Network
 Monthly networking conference call

Vanessa Lacer
(910)-202-2045 or vlacer@wavetransit.com

Amelia Bostic
(828)-465-7640 or abostic@wprta.org



Recent Perspectives 
Reading the Blogs in the Last Few Weeks 



TNCs Lasting Trend or a Fading Concept? 
– Consider Corporate Activities
 Daimler - Daimler in fact has an ambitious goal to take its mobility subsidiary moovel 

Group (operating multiple mobility apps Moovel and RideScout and also GlobeSherpa) 
to a billion dollar entity by 2020. The ultimate end game here is to be a relevant player 
in the larger transportation game that will involve car-dependent and car-independent 
business models. An interesting study by McKinsey propagates that by 2030 such 
initiatives around urban mobility and connectivity based services could yield a new $1.5 
trillion market. 

 GM - Beyond the $500 million investment in Lyft and the Maven Carsharing launch, 
GM and Lyft’s announcement today to launch Express Drive that is targeted to bring 
more drivers to the Lyft program by giving them short term rentals (for a week). As 
outlined in an interesting Forbes article around the same, this is similar to what Lyft 
operates with Hertz in Denver and Las Vegas and what Uber operates with Enterprise in 
six cities. But the innovative part here is the direct involvement of a volume OEM in 
the mix and the possibilities it offers Lyft in the future. 

 Ford - Ford has created a Ford Smart Mobility subsidiary that will operate out of HQ 
in Michigan and share operational responsibilities with the Mountain View tech center. 
Idea here is to commercialize and focus on the smart mobility experiments launched at 
CES 2015 (and others) and the first roll out will be the dynamic shuttle pilot in the 
Dearborn campus (a point to point multi-person ridesharing model using e-hailing 
technology).



But Turbulence Continues

 Tampa - Hillsborough Public Transportation Commission 
rejects deal with Uber and Lyft 

 Austin - Drivers Sue Uber, Lyft After Companies Leave 
City 

 Uber Leases – Bloomberg: Inside Uber’s Auto-Lease 
Machine, Where Almost Anyone Can Get a Car, and now 
Wall Street is making a $1 billion bet on Uber's lease 
business

 Charlotte - Some Charlotte residents jump on Uber over 
train in South End 



Yet Partnerships with Public 
Transportation Evolve 
 Philadelphia - SEPTA Announces Summer 

Partnership with Uber

 Normal Illinois - "We are looking at a 
groundbreaking pilot project that would 
allow first-mile, last-mile service to get 
(residents of those areas) into the system and 
allow them to utilize public transportation in 
an almost seamless manner”

 Pinellas FL- Direct Connect allows riders to 
use Uber or United Taxi to travel within a 
specific geographic zone to or from a series 
of designated stops. From there, riders can 
connect with the regular PSTA public transit 
bus system. 

 Bridj in Kansas City - Ride KC Bridj, Kansas 
City's new experiment transit program, 
launched March 7. It serves Westwood, 
Kansas through KU Med; the route jumps to 
Hospital Hill and goes east to 12th & 
Hardesty, through downtown and north to 
River Market. Officials are having a hard time 
getting the word out that the service exists. 



With Programs Not Only Commute Trips –
Bike Share

65 Cities Nationally Dayton’s Run by Transit
 Greater Dayton RTA will now offer 

full-service bike repair via its new 
Wright Stop Bike Shop downtown. 
The agency will host an Open 
House on Monday, June 13, at 
10:30 a.m. to celebrate the repair 
shop opening. The Wright Stop Bike 
Shop is located near RTA’s Wright 
Stop Plaza on Main Street in 
Dayton, which also houses the Link 
Dayton Bike Share facility. RTA 
owns and maintains the Link 
Dayton Bike Share bikes. 



Health Care

In New Jersey
 At the 2016 Annual Meeting of the Boards for 

Hackensack University Health Network 
(HackensackUHN) and Hackensack University 
Medical Center (HackensackUMC) and Uber 
New Jersey announced the formation of a 
first-of-its-kind partnership to provide access 
to convenient, reliable transportation for 
staff, patients and visitors. This 
groundbreaking initiative will integrate 
Uber’s ridesharing services throughout the 
hospital experience.

 HackensackUMC will assist in supporting the 
cost of Uber trips home from the medical 
center for those in need, and both Uber and 
HackensackUMC will implement features 
within their apps to facilitate seamless pick-

In New York
 Every year, around 3.6 million Americans miss or 

delay medical care because they lack appropriate 
transportation to their appointments. As the metro 
with the lowest rate of car ownership, this problem 
looms especially large in New York City – more than 
half of New York City households are car-free. Since 
Lyft has long been on a mission to reconnect people 
and communities through better transportation, 
we’re making sure people who need rides most are 
able to get them, starting with a new partnership 
and a new product being piloted in NYC.

 We’re excited to announce that we’ve partnered 
with National Medtrans Network in NYC, fulfilling 
rides to non-emergency medical appointments 
through the Lyft platform. Through this first-of-its-
kind partnership, we’re fulfilling 2,500 rides per 
week in New York City alone, providing dramatic 
reductions in wait times and missed physician 
appointments for patients, and increasing passenger 
satisfaction by 28%.



ADA Paratransit         Renter Program

Chicago
 The new rides, offered through a two-

tiered product called UberAccess, will let 
customers request wheelchair-accessible 
vehicles or rides helmed by drivers with 
special training. One branch of its new 
product, UberWAV, will let riders request 
accessible vehicles. The other, UberAssist, 
connects riders with drivers who are 
trained to help people with disabilities.

 The company said it’s finalizing 
partnerships for UberWAV, its wheelchair-
accessible vehicle service. Uber plans to 
work with local companies who own or 
rent accessible vehicles 

San Francisco
 Maximus, a real estate developer 

that owns Parkmerced, and Uber, the 
smartphone-based ride-hailing 
service, say they will announce a 
plan Wednesday to give new 
residents of the complex near Lake 
Merced and San Francisco State 
University a $100-a-month credit to 
ride Uber or Bay Area public transit. 
Maximus has entered into an 
exclusive partnership with Uber to 
accept the monthly payments and 
will work with Clipper, the regional 
transportation fare card, to cover 
rides on Muni, BART and Caltrain.



NEMT

Brokerages Out?
 Brokerages are under fire for 

breaking regulations, new 
partnerships between technology 
companies and medical providers are 
continuing at a steady pace, state 
regulators are battling the federal 
government over Medicaid 
expansion. Another state gets a 
transportation network company 
(TNC) entering the NEMT market. 
This time in Maryland the state 
medicare organization, MedStar 
Health has partnered with Uber to 
provide medical transportation

TNCs In?
 In Idaho, Veyo Non Emergency Transportation 

Company, a relatively new player in the 
NEMT market signed a deal with the Idaho 
Department of Health to become a broker for 
the state’s NEMT service. Veyo will use its 
independent driver partners and local 
transport companies to provide trips for the 
state. An important takeaway here is that 
Veyo has more in common with Uber and 
TNCs than with a traditional broker like 
LogistiCare. And this represents a new trend 
in NEMT of companies leveraging technology 
and new business models to gain favorable 
positions in the market. For anyone operating 
in NEMT now would be a good time to begin 
to reconsider your strategy for growth in this 
market, as more and more of it is eaten up 
by these new entrants.



In North Carolina
 In 2014, JCATS said "no" to more than 1,900 ride requests throughout the county. The transit 

system's funding model requires it to give priority to riders on Medicaid through contracts with the 
Department of Social Services, the Johnston County Mental Health Center and other agencies. But 
those contracts didn't leave much room for others like Feaster, who has a disability, or Marianne 
Hunt of Clayton, who is blind but couldn't get a ride either.

 Neal Davis, director of Community and Senior Services of Johnston County, which operates JCATS, 
said those non-Medicaid riders are known in the system as the "rural general public." But without 
subsidies available through the contracts, they were often too expensive to transport. All riding 
hopefuls call the day before they need to be somewhere and find out by the afternoon if they fit 
into the schedule or if the system can afford to take them.

 "It's not always a lack of seats," Davis said. "It's often a lack of ways to pay for that seat.“

 Over the past year and a half, though, JCATS has cut its denial rate by more than 90 percent by 
using county and grant funds earmarked for the riders falling through the subsidy cracks. Through an 
initiative called "Community Funded Transit," Johnston County chipped in $25,000, and Davis said 
denials dropped last year to 258. At 80 denials into June this year, Davis said, JCATS is on pace to 
deny fewer than 200 rides in 2016.

 "These riders were in a void," Davis said. "We have a contract with DSS, and under those terms, we 
have to give priority to those Medicaid riders. If they're eligible and DSS authorizes [them to ride], 
we're obligated to make sure we can do that. Now we can tag these other riders to a funding source, 
and they stand a better chance of getting a ride."



So What’s Next

 Recognize technology is not the answer

 Developing partnerships is

 How can you create/expand those partnerships

 Fill the voids

 Family of services – one system



Thank you! 

 Happy to answer any questions…


